Retailers’ Challenge: How to Cut Carbon Emissions as E-Commerce Soars

Some delivery channels reduce emissions and costs—and delight customers.
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Consumers are thrilled by the speed and flexibility of e-commerce. But the proliferation of new retail channels and choices is changing their purchasing behavior, and overall, that’s taking a negative toll on the environment.

Online purchases in the US neared $400 billion in 2016 and now make up 8% of overall retail spending and up to 40% in some categories, such as consumer electronics. As shoppers move online en masse, their expectations also are increasing. Instead of waiting a week to receive a purchase, they want it tomorrow—or even today. That means a sharp rise in home deliveries and individual packages.

Many retailers have begun to reduce the carbon footprint of their brick-and-mortar shops and distribution networks. But few have examined how e-commerce trends are transforming their carbon footprint. That’s no surprise: The proliferation of purchasing channels and delivery options makes the task far more challenging. When a consumer buys goods online, the main factors influencing the total carbon emissions—namely, last-mile delivery and packaging—are more difficult to measure.

Understanding a changing landscape

Carbon emissions can vary significantly depending on how a customer shops. Take the case of Walmart, the largest US retailer with more than 4,000 stores and a rapidly growing e-commerce business. Walmart studied the emissions generated by its own brick-and-mortar retail stores compared with its e-commerce channel to understand the relative impact of each, on average and for specific types of purchases. It found that store purchases are more efficient on average but when customers purchase fewer items and would otherwise make a dedicated trip to the store, Walmart.com is the more efficient choice.

When Walmart examined average per-item emissions, the data showed its brick-and-mortar purchases have a smaller carbon footprint since customers typically buy more items in stores than online and often combine their trip to the store with other stops. In the brick-and-mortar channel, the energy that stores consume is an important emissions contributor, but it is spread over a large volume of items. The customer’s trip to the store is another significant generator of emissions, but customers often reduce their environmental footprint by shopping on the way to or from work, school or other errands, and by purchasing multiple items (see Figure 1).

The e-commerce channel, on average, tends to produce more emissions per item for three reasons: e-commerce requires additional packaging, customers purchase fewer items per online transaction, and multi-item orders often result in multiple deliveries. So achieving the purchase volume of one trip to a physical store requires multiple e-purchases and deliveries.

For deliveries, two of the largest sources of emissions are last-mile delivery and packaging. The e-commerce channel can improve its average footprint per item by increasing the number of items shipped per order, but only if all the items can be packaged and shipped together. The Walmart study underscores the importance of shipping multiple items together and avoiding split shipments, which occur when some of the items being shipped are not available immediately from the same distribution center. The emissions of two items...
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**Figure 1**: Retailers can lower carbon emissions by encouraging shoppers to cluster purchases
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shipped separately are 35% higher than if the items shipped together.

Walmart’s findings show that for grocery items, the average brick-and-mortar purchase is also more environmentally efficient than e-commerce. When customers buy groceries online, they tend to buy larger baskets of goods than with other e-purchases. However, delivering groceries is carbon intensive because retailers need to alter routes to suit customer schedules and to use refrigerated trucks or special packaging. Standard delivery by parcel requires either insulated packaging or reusable coolers that must be picked up from customers and returned to distribution facilities.

Walmart concluded that the most efficient purchase path depends on how customers make their trip to the store and how many items they purchase (see Figure 2). For trips combined with other errands or dedicated trips to stock up on goods, brick-and-mortar is typically the most efficient channel. But for purchases of only a few items, e-commerce offers the lower-emissions delivery channel.

These findings were consistent across Walmart’s rural and urban operations. However, the emissions comparison across channels will vary by retailer. Walmart’s extensive footprint limits distances traveled, and its breadth of categories encourages customers to purchase a larger number of items per shopping trip. By contrast, retailers with fewer stores, narrower assortments and fewer average items per purchase may have less environmentally efficient brick-and-mortar operations than Walmart.

### How retailers can reduce store-based emissions

Walmart’s findings highlight the opportunities retailers have to more effectively reduce carbon emissions across channels. Within brick-and-mortar, most large retailers already focus on energy efficiency and renewables, and several have made strong commitments: IKEA Group has pledged to produce as much renewable energy as it consumes by 2020, and Walmart has announced plans to obtain 50% of its energy from renewable sources by 2025.
One large area of potential improvement is often overlooked in sustainability audits: the customer’s trip to the store. Retailers can reduce emissions significantly by expanding the retail ecosystem in or near a store, encouraging customers to combine shopping trips. Such ecosystems may include a gas station or electric charging points in the parking lot, ATMs, or other services. Retailers also can use mobile technology to remind customers of regularly purchased items, reducing the number of solo trips resulting from forgotten items.

A greener approach to e-commerce

E-commerce has transformed customer expectations about the breadth of product assortment and speed of delivery. While the new panorama of choice delights shoppers, their rising expectations are increasing retailers’ carbon footprints. Vast product assortments lead to a greater number of split shipments. Low or no shipping minimums, such as those offered by Amazon Prime, incentivize smaller baskets. And expedited shipping results in more air freight. All three increase the average costs and carbon emissions to deliver an item.

To counter that trend, leading e-commerce retailers are trying to avoid split shipments and encourage customers to cluster their purchases. They place inventory for top-selling items in all distribution centers and colocate items that are often purchased together. And they use their online interface to recommend new items, or substitute items, that would ship together. For example, Jet.com’s Smart Cart adjusts prices while a customer shops to promote additional purchases, and it does so for items that would ship together. Jet.com claims an average basket size of nearly seven, which is more than double the e-commerce industry average. Walmart acquired Jet.com in 2016.

E-commerce retailers also are looking for ways to reduce last-mile delivery costs and packaging. Amazon has placed its lockers in more than 50 metropolitan areas across the US, where customers can pick up items. And locating the lockers in heavily foot-trafficked areas in a 7-Eleven or college bookstore, for example, helps minimize dedicated customer trips to the lockers. Pickup points, however, may or may not be more efficient than home delivery purchases or store purchases. The deter-
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**Figure 2**: Case study: When a given retail channel is more carbon efficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is the store trip combined with another stop?</th>
<th>Combined trip</th>
<th>Dedicated trip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are fresh or frozen items included in the purchase?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many items are being purchased?</td>
<td>Three or more</td>
<td>Two or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>One, two or three</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More efficient channel

*Note: Combined store trips are made on the way to or from other destinations*

*Sources: Walmart case study; Bain analysis*
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Mining factors are the customer trip, packaging and the scale of distribution networks. E-commerce retailers are also working to minimize packaging waste by increasing the assortment of cardboard box sizes to better match purchases.

Efforts to reduce emissions often create a dual benefit, bringing down costs, too. By doubling the average number of items purchased per e-commerce transaction and avoiding split shipments, retailers can reduce average per-item emissions by 30%, and that effort cuts shipping costs by more than 50%, Bain analysis shows.

The omnichannel advantage

In this fast-changing retail landscape, omnichannel retailers have an edge: They can mix and match their physical and online channels to lower their environmental impact while offering customers greater flexibility. Their digital presence offers customers the convenience of online shopping while their network of physical stores and large-scale distribution networks can place goods efficiently within miles of a customer, allowing almost immediate pickup. Specifically, omnichannel retailers can wield their assets in four environmentally efficient combinations.

Steer customers to in-store pickup. Omnichannel retailers can offer customers who shop online the option of picking up their purchases at a store the same day. That combined approach is typically more efficient in cost and carbon than shipping items to a customer’s home. Walmart offers free same-day pickup on thousands of products—bagged and ready to go—and is in the process of extending this convenience to grocery items nationwide. Kroger offers ClickList, in which customers’ digital orders are delivered to their car when they arrive at the store.

Reduce last-mile delivery by establishing convenient pickup points. Retailers who don’t have the benefit of an extensive store network can establish their own pickup locations near customers or partner with other retailers for space. Amazon has done both with its lockers, and UPS has developed pickup points for customers. Outside the US, UK department store John Lewis, which has fewer than 50 locations nationwide, now offers click-and-collect service at its own stores as well as a broader network of more than 350 Waitrose Supermarkets (also owned by the John Lewis Partnership). Last year, John Lewis customers picked up 70% of their click-and-collect orders at a Waitrose market. The challenge is that pickup locations can sometimes create larger carbon footprints than home delivery or a trip to the store. Several factors can tip the scales and create higher emissions, including the customer’s trip to a pickup point, incremental packaging and the delivery of items to the pickup location.

Reduce shipping impact by using in-store inventory. Shipping items to customers from a local store rather than a distribution center can minimize longer-haul shipping, especially for oversized items—reducing carbon emissions and costs. Recent Bain analysis suggests that for large retailers, the ship-from-store option could be 30% more cost efficient than shipping from a distribution center directly—and for small retailers, up to 50% more cost efficient.

Decrease dedicated trips by using vehicles in circulation. Omnichannel retailers can offer same-day convenience without customers having to make a dedicated trip by establishing partnerships with on-demand logistics providers. Nordstrom, Rent the Runway and 1-800-Flowers partner with UberRUSH. Whole Foods, Publix, Costco and Petco partner with Instacart. Instead of the customer making a dedicated trip, these drivers can combine multiple orders and then arrange delivery routes to minimize mileage. Another option for retailers is employee delivery, in which store employees would drop off customer packages on their way home.

Looking forward

As e-commerce accelerates, retailers will shoulder much of the increased costs of packaging and deliveries and the emissions they produce. Delivering a swelling volume of online purchases, both general merchandise and groceries, poses a significant challenge. Retailers that understand the costs and emissions comparisons across their own retail channels will have an edge keeping both under control while giving customers greater choice.
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